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TAPE 24

1:00:40:00
Bob does prayer over wine in Hebrew and then translates

01:11
Eating the Matzo

02:02
CU of everyone eating

03:00
Martin eating horseradish, Bob describes eating the bitter and the sweet

04:00
Nadar and wife eating horseradish

5:30
CU Martin eating matzo

06:20
Bob explains more

07:05
Gene gives conclusion

08:02
All read prayer together

09:30
Martin reads prayer about Israeli’s and Palestinians

*Note time code change
01:00:45:00
Begin eating matzo ball soup and other traditional foods (gefilte fish)

03:15
CU eating soup

01:03
CU Alfa
Back in living room

01:40
Nadar talks about upcoming trip
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03:20
Doris explains that everyone will go around and talk about what dialog means to them,
and man who helped her grow up with Jewish life

06:45
Bassama gained friends and put a human face to Israelis and Jews, humanizes people,
educated, responsible

08:11
Alfa listening and getting to know Jewish people she didn’t know about before

09:25
Nadar journey from hate to love, get to know Israeli people was difficult, sharing
citizenship of US

12:50
Gene, friendships, speaking to Arabs and Palestinians, several times I didn’t want to
come back b/c felt like Israel was being attacked

14:30
Martin learned a lot and made many friends, getting to the point where he feel we need to
do more, suggests forming teams to debate possible solutions

19:00
Woman w/short hair and black shirt? Wanted to know more than Zionist view. Learned a
lot so far, excites her and makes her want to learn more

21:30
Curly hair young woman? Talks about uncomfortable in being in dialog b/c she didn’t
know history

24:00
Grace (Canadian author “Oasis of Dreams”) arrives, talks about book

29:55
Yellow shirt & vest (Bassama’s friend) talks about background and views

38:55
Jim likes hearing stories and collection of people

40:30
Bob talks about the facts not being that important, it’s the connections and stories,
relationships and people

42:45
CU around the room (Bob continues)
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Seeing the similarities between those who are most different.

44:18
Doris talks about despair and new Piece process art group she is part of,

45:00
Martin CU

45:30
Doris continues with despair

46:45
Black curly hair woman talks of depression and despair in Gaza

47:40
Bassama’s friend talks about solutions, Nadar CU reaction, Doris CU reaction

50:07
END


